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 Synopsis:  The following play is the au-
thor’s thesis project for the class “Goodness and 
Beauty” taken in the Spring of 2010.  The idea was 
to explore notions of beauty within the student’s 
own work, using the departure point that “Beauty 
is the starting place for education” as introduced 
early in the semester through Elaine Scarry’s On 
Beauty and Being Just.  
 The structure of the “performance” con-
sists of an overriding narrative simply about the au-
thor’s notions of beauty, interrupted with shorter 
scenes in which the author’s academic work is ex-
amined, generally used as the “backdrop” for the 
ensuing scene.



This play and thesis is dedicated to Frank Pope, Suzette Brazones, 
and all those educators who will never know how many lives they’ve 

touched.



[Scene 1]: ARTIST, a graduate student, sits in an old hand-me-
down La-Z-Boy recliner, a contemplative look on his face.  In his 
hand he holds a blue notebook, open, the pages of which are 
obviously blank.  A coffee table, next to the recliner, holds 3 large 
“tomes” that have very visible names printed on the spines, read-
ing “Aristotle,” “Tolstoy,” and “Barney.”

 ARTIST: (writing a bit, and then speaking, then writing a bit 
more, then speaking) “I once had a drawing professor who, in his 
introductory drawing classes, would always ask students “When 
did you STOP drawing?”   His intent was to illustrate that most 
children exercise their imagination by drawing, but at some point 
someone tells them their drawing is somehow “no good” and 
they stop, sometimes forever.  There is something much deeper 
such a notion tries to get at, however.  The very act of drawing is 
a form of representation.  As children, drawing is about not only 
representing things we’ve seen, but often things that we see only 
in our minds.  We are attempting to put down on paper [or wall or 
carpet] the scenes and feelings in our mind – essentially drawing is 
a form of playing: an attempt to perform what is in/on our mind.” 
 -Yeah… that sounds good.   What it has to do with beau-
ty?… ah what the hell, it sounds good…
 “When I was asked the question, my answer was “never”.  
I was lucky that I never had any sort of influential force in my life 
that told me my drawing was no good.  Even when I would doodle 
all over my assignments in school, my teachers never discouraged 
me, they just tried to give me more work, seeing the doodling as a 
sign of boredom.  And it didn’t matter what I was drawing.  Some 
of my earliest drawings were illustrating made up scenes using 
video game characters, but a large portion where fantastical cities 
in space or citadel empires built along waterfalls.  Even just the act 
of mark making was a thrill in itself, the act of creation was mean-
ingful in itself, even if the image created meant nothing by itself.”  



[Scene 2]:  Lights up on EARLY SUNDAY MORNING.  ED and 
ARTIST are turned facing downstage, a light shining from further 
downstage reveal only their silhouettes.

ED:  What do you think you are doing?
ARTIST:  I’m copying this painting…
ED:  But… why?  It’s not yours to copy.
ARTIST:  But it’s wonderful.  I’m learning how to paint… and un-
derstand light… and shadow.  Definitely shadow.  
ED:  Is that all?
ARTIST: (pausing) Well… no.  I love this painting because I can 
“feel” the space on the street… even inside the buildings.  As I 
paint the dark windows I’m imaging what’s inside… I can smell 
the old millwork details… I can read the indecipherable lettering… 
and can hear the quiet of the street… the stage is set. I know the 
“peace” it’s speaking to me.
ED:  There was a person there once, you know, before it was fin-
ished.  In one of the upper windows.
ARTIST: I like that thought.  Maybe there is someone in the 
window still, hidden by the shadows.  They’re looking out at me, 
watching me copy the painting.
ED: So, why are you copying it then?
ARTIST:  I’m performing everything I just said.
ED: Carry on.

[Scene 3]: Setup the same as the Scene 1.

 ARTIST: (as if writing) “Encounters with Beauty, at least in 
my experience, are less about singular sensorial perceptions, but 
rather how those senses engage the mind and incite in the sensee 
a new unprecedented idea, thought, or overall feeling. In her book 



On Beauty and Being Just, Scarry’s explanation of Odysseus’ 
encounter with Nausicaa illustrates this point rather well - how 
it was less about the character of Nausicaa herself (though her 
image and voice played a crucial role in Odysseus’ experience), 
but her relation to Odysseus’ context of having just washed up 
on shore, gave Odysseus a sense of safety (the lifesaving capac-
ity of beauty), represented by Nausicaa.1   I wonder had there not 
been a human community present, would Odysseus have had a 
similar reaction to another object that represented a similar life-
saving quality?  Regardless, what is unique about the symbolism 
of the encounter with Nausicaa is how Odysseus is able to relate 
the encounter to another previous one, allowing him to make 
the same symbolic connection between that, this, and the idea 
of lifesaving-ness.  In this way, the mind is put to some sort of 
“work” – looking for a precedent of a certain beauty, thus inciting 
a further look back for yet another precedent, and so on and so 
forth. Scarry suggests that beauty incites a search of the world for 
other sources of symbolic beauty that force one to admit similar 
experiences of truth (idea) and beauty (symbol) – a starting point 
for education.2 
 Ideas, then, are more beautiful than singular images, 
sounds, smells, tastes, and touches (be them kind or vengeful).  
Often they are represented by a series of interactions within a 
certain context – experiences that have a larger significance.  Of 
course, this means that many of the senses are often involved, 
but often the mental capacities of the person experiencing beauty 
are put into action, in effect generating a sum greater than the 
parts.  For these reasons I find theatre a very accessible art-form 
for understanding beauty.  Theatre is not simply a combination of 
lighting, set design, costume, and spoken word that is somehow 
pushed together hoping that there’ll be a cohesion, it is a perfor-
mance of all of these elements, working in mind toward the 

1 Elaine Scarry. On Beauty and Being Just.  Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1999. 24
2 Ibid. 31



same goal – an initial intention of cohesion – not simply the by-
product of some series of random events.”
 -Shit… this is no good.  If I love theatre so much why am I 
in architecture school?

[Scene 4]:  Lights up on AMES TRAIN STATION model.  The sound 
of a train approaches.  Miraculously, the train actually stops.

PROFESSOR: What… is… this?
ARTIST:  Heh… you never thought you’d see a train actually stop in 
Ames, did you?
PROFESSOR: Well, no, I guess not.  It’s really quite beautiful… 
reminds me of those shed stations all over Europe. There’s a real 
elegance to it.
ARTIST:  Thanks.
PROFESSOR: So, what’s the big idea?
ARTIST:  Creation.
PROFESSOR:  (pausing)… Is that a joke?
ARTIST:  Creation.  Creating connections.  There’s the train, and 
the bridge.  Creating possible connections between Main Street 
and Lincoln Way, Ames and the rest of the country, the old and the 
new.
PROFESSOR:  It’s a nice idea.  And a nice building… it has an im-
mortal quality about it… like its searching the past for the benefit 
of the future… or vice versa even.  I’m glad you didn’t remove the 
old depot.
ARTIST:  (Aghast) Oh god, I’d never do that!  Then my building 
would lose all meaning and (a beat) beauty!



[Scene 5]:  Setup as Scene 1.

 ARTIST: (again, as if writing) Inherent in the notion of the-
atre is the act of performing.  Theatre has often been compared 
to a parallel of life, especially within the realm of Improv.  Social 
psychologists often uphold improvisational theatre as exemplify-
ing the basic tenets of human interaction.  Humans act or perform 
in different roles each day when negotiating with surrounding so-
ciety.  Life is a performance… performance is life.  Theatre is life – 
as Alfred Hitchcock would say “without the boring parts”.  Theatre, 
as a literal reflection of life, is suited to display deep and meaning-
ful ideas, often realized through the beauty of a performance.  
 -Hmm, I should make sure to include that scene where Mr. 
Pope yelled at us…
 The notion of performance often implies that the per-
former is being observed.  Thus, there is recognition from the 
performer of this, and often this prescribes a certain code of be-
havior, and the performer behaves accordingly.  This can be quite 
beautiful, but oftentimes is bullshit – merely an attempt to make 
oneself, as a performer, look better because people are watch-
ing.  There is no truth about life in such performances.3   What can 
be quite beautiful is when the performance becomes something 
more, when the performer really becomes the character, they lose 
sense of the spectators, and they are concerned, then, only with 
the truth of the scene, (a beat) the truth of the music, (a beat) the 
truth of idea… (a tangible pause) the beauty of it all.

[Scene 6]:  ARTIST is at a piano (preferably a Steinway) playing 
Debussy’s Arabesque No. 1… slowly.

3 Harry Frankfurt. On Bullshit. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2005. 18



[Scene 7]: Setup as Scene 1.

 ARTIST: As Steven Holl writes, “architecture, more fully 
than other art forms, engages the immediacy of our sensory per-
ceptions.”4  Thus, it seems only natural that it [architecture] could 
have the same effect as theatre – rather, good theatre – where 
all the elements are, singularly working toward the same goal, 
and thus creating some whole greater than the sum of parts – an 
idea – or as Holl distinguishes, the difference between mental 
and physical phenomena.5   As architects, it might seem that we 
are only charged with creating the “set.”  However, unlike theatre 
(and one of the points Holl talks about in terms of phenomenol-
ogy), architecture deals with a different understanding of time.  
Theatre, in some respect, controls time, and thus very directly 
controls a series of emotions that are time based.  While it can 
make us sad, happy, tired, horny, disgusted, shocked, frightened, 
etc., it cannot (usually) continually make us so.  Not that architec-
ture can do so either.  However, with architecture there is a certain 
permanency that, by definition, relates to a lack of control over 
time based elements – interaction, emotion – that allow for singu-
lar unique and unprecedented experiences to occur.
 For me, the phenomenology of architecture comes 
through not in strictly a material sense, but in a performative 
sense.  The phenomenology of architecture is in the spaces it al-
lows for certain phenomena to occur or be performed. It is these 
unprecedented experiences that are recognized as beautiful in 
their sacredness, and the beauty is recognized as representative 
of a larger idea or truth.  In terms of theatrical experiences, I am 
very interested in concerns with how people interact within space 
both directly, but indirectly – how people observe other people 
and whether or not those people know they’re being observed.

4 Steven Holl, Question of Perception: Phenomenology of Architecture. San 
Francisco: William Stout Publishers, 2006. 41
5 Ibid. 42



[Scene 8]: Lights up on IMPROV CLUB.  People are seated at a 
scattering of tables, enjoying drinks and food.  Center stage is a 
group of performers.

PERFORMER1:  Alright everybody!  My name is Kris and (gestur-
ing to other performers) we are GoldMilk Favorites.  For our first bit 
tonight we need a peg.  Anything that comes to mind… anything 
at all.
AUDIENCE1:  (amid a cacophony of mutterings and shouts) Archi-
tecture!!!
PERFROMER1:  Architecture?  Architecture.  Alright.  And… 

Suddenly LATEARRIVER enters from backstage, acting as if they 
just came from a slightly colder outdoors.  They are shocked to find 
themselves “onstage”.

PERFORMER2:  (to the LATEARRIVER)  Welcome to the office of 
Farnsworth and Goldberg.  Now… if you’ll sit down over here, Mr. 
Farnsworth will be with you in a moment.  Coffee?
LATEARRIVER:  (sitting awkwardly at a nearby table) Uh… no 
thanks.
PERFORMER3: (bursting to center stage)  Where’s Mr. Widdern-
shins?  I have a meeting with him now.  He better not be – Oh!  
There you are!
LATEARRIVER:  (realizing he can’t get out of the scene) Ah yes.  
(awkwardly) You must be Mr. Farnsworth?
PERFORMER3:  Indeed.  (He shakes LATEARRIVER’s hand).  Now.  
You see that napkin in front of you?  Yes, that one there.  I want 
you to crumple it.  That will be your design.



[Scene 9]: Setup as Scene 1.

 ARTIST: There is a performative beauty to form and mate-
rials as well.  They become characters in the play of the building, 
and they also suggest a performed action of manufacturers – cre-
ators – that brought them into existence.  What is the difference 
between a grassy field and a grassy field with a brick wall?  Don’t 
think too hard.  The one has a brick wall.  But this brick wall got 
here somehow – it was created, and that creation implies a certain 
intention.  But what if the brick wall was created just for the sake 
of being created?  It serves no function… has no other meaning.  Is 
that a legitimate intention?
 For me, the very act of doing – the very act of creating – 
whether it be music, theatre, art, and of course architecture, is 
beautiful in and of itself - sometimes to the implied observer, but 
sometimes just to the person performing.  Performance is the 
best way to understand a work, a form, a melody… beauty.  Peter 
Zumthor writes of music as being the “greatest of arts” in that it 
has the ability to move you in two – three seconds of a melodic 
line.6    I know the feeling he’s talking about, but I’ve only discov-
ered it by actually performing music – that is how you can be really 
moved, by being caught up in the act.  

[Scene 10]:  Lights up on GESTURE DRAWINGS.  PROFESSOR, a 
pale man with stringy thin hair, is walking around a circle of empty 
drawing horses.  A nude woman stands in the center.

6 Peter Zumthor. Atmospheres: Architectural Environments – Surrounding 
Objects. Basel, Switzerland: Birkhäuser, 2006. 13



PROFESSOR: This first one you’ll have 1 minute.  I want you all to 
capture the essence in one minute.  Work all parts of the drawing 
at once.  You should have the whole figure worked to the same 
degree in the first few seconds.  Alright GO!

(The woman poses for 1 minute)

PROFESSOR:  Alright, the next one is going to be 30 seconds.  GO!

(The woman poses for 30 seconds)

PROFESSOR:  Alright, let’s hang up your drawings now.  These are 
always the best type of drawing.  They have more life and energy 
within each stroke than most drawings that are painstakingly 
executed bit by bit.  When you don’t have time to think you get at 
the essence, the truth, the beauty of the nude form.

[Scene 11]:  Setup as Scene 1.

 ARTIST:  Many artists have been enamored with the no-
tion of creation for creation’s sake – about the performance of 
making.  A lot of modern and contemporary art deals with such a 
notion.  Pollock’s work was about a certain primitivism and perfor-
mance – in a similar manner so too were works by Newman and 
Rothko.  Rothko saw his main style - that of “horizontal lozenges 
of soft-edged color hovering in a large vertically oriented field” - 
as abstract performers.7   

7 David Hopkins. After Modern Art. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000. 
23



 There was a professor emeritus who had a studio near 
where I took drawing classes.  I would walk by every Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday, and he, despite suffering a stroke that 
left him nearly immobilized, made it in to his studio each day to 
paint horizontal lines over and over again on a piece of masonite.  
They were abstractions of the “prairie” landscape, and they had 
a beautiful manner about them similar to Rothko’s work.  Though 
at a much larger scale, I imagine Rothko’s paintings involved a 
certain ritual action that, as is described of his art, caused a sort 
of “out of body” experience, a sublimation and transcendence – a 
phenomenological occurrence in which one suddenly becomes 
ultra-aware of their body, their “selves”.  People are supposed to 
get this impression by looking at the painting.  I get this impres-
sion by looking at the painting and imagining Rothko painting it.

[Scene 12]- Lights up on CITYSCAPE and GRAD STUDENT HOUS-
ING.  RESIDENT and ARTIST are contemplating the painting.

RESIDENT:  I wonder why this painting hangs here.
ARTIST:  Oh.  That’s simple.  It’s because they’re the same.
RESIDENT:  (pausing to think for a bit) How so?
ARTIST:  They are both about scale and ritual.
RESIDENT:  I… still don’t get it.
ARTIST:  You see the painting?... it’s about 4 feet by 4 feet -6 
inches, right?
RESIDENT: Yeah, I suppose…
ARTIST:  Okay, and your kitchen, it’s 8 feet high… how tall is your 
bedroom?
RESIDENT: Oh much taller than that!
ARTIST: Exactly!  They’re the same!



RESIDENT pauses for a moment, visibly confused

ARTIST:  Transcendence?  Sublimation?  Ritual transfiguration?  
It’d be the same as putting a crucifix up here.  The act of painting 
these strokes, randomly but sometimes not so randomly, over and 
over, sometimes over other strokes… it was transcendent.  And 
the journey from where you eat - watch Wolf Blitzer, up to the 
space where you dream, should that not be the same?  Should you 
not be transformed?

[Scene 13] Setup as Scene 1.

 ARTIST:  Performing obviously implies a movement.  
Jackson Pollock moved around a large “canvas” dripping paint, 
actors move about on stage, a musician’s finger’s or hands move 
in playing an instrument, even Matthew Barney Cremaster films 
deal with a movement through space – the almost ritual ascent 
and descent through the New York Guggenheim in Cremaster 3, or 
the descent into the sea and subsequent “journey along a form of 
uterine passageway” in Cresmaster 4.8  And it’s not just about an 
action or movement that creates the work or is the work, it is how 
that movement in turn moves others.  Zumthor understands this – 
how the action put into creation is an inherent part of the “things 
we make” and the thought of that action or movement causes him 
to moved, in a similar way as “music, literature, or painting.”9 
 Writer and dramatist Leo Tolstoy understood art in this 
manner.  “Art,” he says “is not a handicraft; it is the transmission of 

8 Ibid. 245
9 Peter Zumthor. Thinking Architecture. Basel, Switzerland: Birkhäuser, 
2006. 11



feeling the artist has experienced.”10  Art – beauty - It’s a move-
ment of idea.  He probably would’ve been a pretty good teacher.  
When I look back, I don’t remember any of my professors telling 
this. (He stops, crosses out that last line, restarts) As I look back I 
realize my professors were showing me how to discover this on 
my own.   You can’t tell “beauty.”  You can show someone how to 
experience it – you can prescribe certain actions… show them how 
to perform… that will ultimately help them discover and carry out 
Beauty.  I suppose it’s more meaningful that way.

[Scene 14]- Lights up on MAESTRO NO. 1.  ARTIST and SCULP-
TOR, dressed similarly, are having a small critique.

SCULPTOR:  So what’s this about?
ARTIST: …I don’t know…
SCULPTOR:  What are you going to call it?
ARTIST:  Maestro No. 1.  It looks like a conductor, in the middle of 
a major downbeat, his arm extended in the air. 
SCULPTOR:  I like it.  It looks like its dancing.
ARTIST:  It is pretty alive, huh?
SCULPTOR:  I feel it.
ARTIST:  Yeah… (growing more and more excited as he thinks ex-
plains) It’s that moment when your next action, next movement, 
is tied up in what that baton does, where that hand goes, how it 
slices down, up, left, right… you know you are part of something 
bigger than yourself… you are a part of beauty… and the thing you 
know is that you are going to do whatever that hand wants you to 
perform…
SCULPTOR:  Hmm.  I think you know exactly what it’s about.

10 Brainyquote.com. Accessed from: http://www.brainyquote.com/
quotes/authors/l/leo_tolstoy.html on April 12, 2010.



[Scene 15] – Setup as Scene 1.  ARTIST appears as if he’s reading 
over the essay he’s just written.  He frowns, then smiles, and then, 
after some time, scratches out the whole essay.

 ARTIST:  I once was in a show with a director who, after 
an admittedly poor run-through of a show, slowly stood up, put 
his hands on his balding head of white stubbly hair, sighed, then 
let his arms sink down next to his plump sides.  He looked up, a 
pained expression on his face, and yelled at us, saying “I want you 
to grow dammit!  GROW!”  That’s beauty.

-The End-


